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Abstract: With the emergence of diverse group-based services, multiple multicast groups are likely to co-exist in a single network, and users may subscribe to multiple groups simultaneously. However, the existing group key management (GKM) schemes, aiming to secure communication within a single group, are not suitable in multiple multicast group environments because of inefficient use of keys, and much larger rekeying overheads. In this paper, we propose a new group key management scheme for multiple multicast groups, called the master-key-encryption-based multiple group key management (MKE-MGKM) scheme. The MKE-MGKM scheme exploits asymmetric keys, i.e., a master key and multiple slave keys, which are generated from the proposed master key encryption (MKE) algorithm, and is used for efficient distribution of the group key. It alleviates the rekeying overhead by using the asymmetry of the master and slave keys, i.e., even if one of the slave keys is updated, the remaining ones can still be unchanged by modifying only the master key. Through numerical analysis and simulations, it is shown that the MKE-MGKM scheme can reduce the storage overhead of a key distribution center (KDC) by 75% and the storage overhead of a user by up to 85%, and 60% of the communication overhead at most, compared to the existing schemes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Objective of the project

The multicast group can be identified with the class D IP address so that the members can enter or leave the group with the management of Internet group management protocol. The trusted model gives a scope between the entities in a multicast security system. For secure group communication in the multicast network, a group key shared by all group members is required. This group key should be updated when there are membership changes in the group, such as when a new member joins or a current member leaves. Along with these considerations, we take the help relatively prime numbers and their enhancements that play a vital role in the construction of keys that enhances the strength for the security. Multicast cryptosystems are preferably for sending the messages to a specific group of members in the multicast group.

Unicast is for one recipient to transfer the message and ‘Broadcast’ is to send the message to all the members in the network. Multicast applications have a vital role in enlarging and inflating the Internet. The Internet has experienced explosive growth in the last two decades. The number of the Internet users, hosts and networks triples approximately every two years. Also Internet traffic is doubling every three months partly because of the increased users, but also because of the introduction of new multicast applications in the real world such as video conferencing, games, atm applications etc. Broad casting such as www, multimedia conference and e-commerce, VOD (Video on Demand), Internet broadcasting and video conferencing require a flexible multicasting capability. Multicast is a relatively new form of communications where a single packet is transmitted to more than one receivers. The Internet does not manage the multicast group membership tightly. A multicast message is sent from a source to a group of destination hosts. A source sends a packet to a multicast group specifying as the multicast group address. The packet is automatically duplicated at intermediate routers and any hosts that joined the group can receive a copy of the packet. Because a host can receive transmitted data of any multicast groups, secure communications is more important in multicasting than in unicasting.

II. Multicast

In computer networking, multicast is the delivery of a message or information to a group of destination computers simultaneously in a single transmission from the source. Copies are automatically created in other network elements, such as routers, but only when the topology of the network requires it.

Multicast is most commonly implemented in IP multicast, which is often employed in Internet Protocol (IP) applications of streaming media and Internet television. In IP multicast the implementation of the multicast concept occurs at the IP routing level, where routers create optimal distribution paths for data grams sent to a multicast destination address.
2.2. Group Key Management in Multicast Security

Multicast technology is used for distributing data to a group of participants by conserving bandwidth more efficiently than traditional unicast mechanism. This is done by replicating IP streams in the router at the same time thus achieving better delivery to multiple users. This would mean conservation of computational resources of the sender and bandwidth efficiency in the network. A group membership can be performed using the Internet Group Multicast Protocol (IGMP) protocol. It provides admission control operation such as "join" and "leave". Some examples of applications that take advantage of multicast technology are video conferencing, digital broadcasting, software distribution and electronic learning.

2.3. A Group Key Management Approach For Multicast Cryptosystems

Multicast cryptosystems are preferably for sending the messages to a specific group of members in the multicast group. Unicast is for one recipient to transfer the message and ‘Broadcast’ is to send the message to all the members in the network. Multicast applications have a vital role in enlarging and inflating of the Internet. The Internet has experienced explosive growth in last two decades. The number of the Internet users, hosts and networks triples approximately every two years. Also Internet traffic is doubling every three months partly because of the increased users, but also because of the introduction of new multicast applications in the real world such as video conferencing, games, ATM applications etc. broad casting such as www, multimedia conference and e-commerce, VOD (Video on Demand), Internet broadcasting and video conferencing require a flexible multicasting capability.

Multicast is a relatively new form of communications where a single packet is transmitted to more than one receivers. The Internet does not manage the multicast group membership tightly. A multicast message is sent from a source to a group of destination hosts. A source sends a packet to a multicast group specifying as the multicast group address. The packet is automatically duplicated at intermediate routers and any hosts that joined the group can receive a copy of the packet. Because a host can receive transmitted data of any multicast groups, secure communications is more important in multicasting than in uncasting.

The security in the multicast communication in the large groups is the major obstacles for effectively controlling access to the transmitting data. The IP Multicast itself does not provide any specific mechanisms to control the intruders in the group communication. Group key management is mainly addresses upon the trust model developed by Group Key Management Protocol (GKMP). There are several group key management protocols that are proposed, this paper will however elaborate mainly on Group key management which has a sound scalability when compared with other central key management systems. This paper emphasizes protocol which provides a scope for the dynamic group operations like join the group, leave the group, merge without the need of central mechanisms. An important component for protecting group secrecy is re-keying. With the combination of strong public and private key algorithms this would become a better serve to the multicast security.

Multicast routing protocols provide resilience against collaborating malicious nodes. PGKMP is a complete multipath protocol, in the sense that it provides the maximum security in the network when compared to the existing protocols like LKH etc. The security of PGKMP is mainly based on neighborhood authentication of the nodes, as well as on security associations, while the use of public key cryptography is minimized. The PGKMP protocol can be integrated on top of existing on-demand routing protocols such as LKH. A key reason for this good performance is the fact that PGKMP operates entirely on-demand with no periodic activity of any kind required within the network. PGKMP finds disjoint paths only, so the route discovery cost will be less as compared to LKH where all possible paths exist and a key server has to be maintained. Also due to the double encryption scheme provided to the protocol, the network is more secured. There is a scope to further decrease the overheads and increase more security with this Protocol (PGKMP) and a positive hope for the enhancement of this protocol.

III. Existing System

The existing GKM schemes still face the limitation of rekeying performance as the number of multicast services increases. However, in the foreseeable future, multiple multicast groups will co-exist in a single network due to the emergence of many group-based applications. In such a situation, it is likely that the service provider may suffer from considerable key management overhead for supporting multiple multicast groups. In existing system if the user wants to access from different server the user have to login each time for different server hence the key management process become too tedious to handle if the server number increases tremendously. Once the master key has been change the entire configuration has to be configured to access the service.
Disadvantages
- Rekeying management is too difficult to handle.
- If any changes in the network configuration mean the entire key system has to be modified.
- Group key management has limitation in managing the key.

IV. Proposed System
A new multiple group key management (MGKM) scheme, named the master-key-encryption based MGKM (MKE-MGKM) scheme, which can reduce the rekeying overhead from managing multiple group keys. The key idea of the MKE-MGKM is to employ an asymmetric encryption scheme, called the master key encryption (MKE), to enhance the rekeying performance by alleviating the rekeying overhead. Compared with the MGKM schemes expanding the existing GKM schemes, the MKE-MGKM scheme can reduce the storage overhead of a key distribution center (KDC) by 75%. Hence this has been implemented for multicast service like video streaming and downloading to avoid the pirated movies and to avoid unauthorized users to view and download the videos in video service websites.

Advantages
- Efficient key management process.
- No limitation in rekeying process.
- Storage resource has been reduced.
- Used in third-party data storage system.

V. Problem Definition
The existing GKM schemes targeted to a single multicast group are not directly applicable to the multiple multicast service environments. If each multicast group is managed by its own GKM scheme according to the existing GKM schemes, more independent multicast groups would be required. In this case, when a user subscribing to the multiple multicast services stops subscribing to all the services, all these multicast groups independently initiate the rekeying procedure, which may result in much more rekeying overhead. To alleviate the problem of unauthorized video watching and recording from sites.

VI. Experimental Results

MODULE DESCRIPTION
1. Multicast Service Module
2. Traffic Encryption key Generation
3. MKE based MGKM algorithm
4. Rekey Management.
5. Video layer coding

6.1. Multicast Service module
In order to implement the multicast, i.e., the delivery of data only to the members of a group, in wireless networks, we need to an access control mechanism for the broadcasted messages, which guarantees confidentiality, protects digital contents, and facilitates accurate accounting.

6.2. Traffic Encryption key Generation
All these keys comprise a logical key tree, where the TEK is the root node, an IK is a leaf node, and the KEKs are the rest of the nodes in the key tree. It can significantly reduce the amount of rekeying overhead which is a logarithmic function of a group size.
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6.3. MKE based MGKM algorithm

The key idea of the MKE-MGKM is to employ an asymmetric encryption scheme, called the master key encryption (MKE), to enhance the rekeying performance.

6.4. Rekey Management

A rekeying mechanism for multiple groups by introducing a MKE-based key graph having the master and slave keys. Rekeying can significantly increase due to the number of multiple groups.

6.5. Video layer coding

To deliver high quality video services, it becomes vital to consider the heterogeneous wireless infrastructure and multi-radio capability of mobile devices.

VII. Conclusion And Future Work

The key graph of the MKE-MGKM scheme is much simpler than that of other schemes; less memory is needed for storing the keys. Compared with other schemes, the MKE-MGKM scheme can significantly reduce the storage and communication overheads in the rekeying process, with acceptable computational overhead. It is expected that the MKEMGKM scheme can be a practical solution for various group applications, especially for those requiring many service groups, such as TV streaming services charged on a channel by channel basis.

In future the concept can be applied for video broadcasting service to avoid unauthorized users to view and access the video.
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